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1. Information has been received that the former Hungarian General Staff
Officer, General Andreae (Andrew) 74K0, was in Spain during April/ay 1980.
He is reported to have received a cordial weloome and it has alio been reported
that many of his associates will folio'. him to Spain

2. Following is a brief background an USG	 hi	 • of Hungarian Combat,.
ants, UM (Magyar Haroosok Bajtaresi a

a) Andreas 'LAZO was boro-2,1
Hungary. He wee an the Hungari
become Commander of the 27
the Carpathians aLainst
Hungarian Military In
Soviet stay-behin
that he settled
'cation of the 'KO

Runanis, formerly Brasov,
until 1944 when he

Hungarian Army, defending
was made Chief of 40

capacity o eased the Hungarian =M-
in American custody in 1945. After
-ind became active in the reorgani-

b) IA10 and the
emigre affairs. 7.A80
very elo pe connections
It is also reported tern

WAS) have been 'very aotive in Hungarian
a network running into Hungary. He has had

FrAmoh and his group has and is supported by them.
connectionsns with the Italian IS and the BIS.
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c) BAKU and his aides have oonsistently sought American support through
various of the MBA members in Germany, Austria, Italy and even In the United
States. Our policy to data has been to stay clear of the \MAX.

d) The other Hungarian emigre groups in ,estern Europe end the United States
are not favorably inclined toward the VHBK because of the Arrow-Cross, pro..Basi
sympathies of its member.. Since most of the members of the MBA were Hungarian
officers in good standing with the Hungarian :3-overuse:at during the war, they are
predominantly extreme ri,.;ht■wing or Arrow-Cross men. For that reason such groups
as the Social-Democrats and Small Holders are violently opposed to them. However,
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the HEM has reportedly earrid on more intelligenoe activity against the
present Hungarian regime that the other groups. This is due to the make.up
of the MEN, i.e. former Hungian intelligence officers end the remnants of
the nEOPJAS" group.

S. It is suggested by the iterested desk that Ferenc MAHOSY might provide
information on ZAKO's visit o Spain. Although it could not be advisable to
reveal our knowledge of LAKOand his activities, MAROS! night be eneouraged to
discuss Hungarian emigre grope in general and perhaps he would bring up LAO
in . ;.,he course of the disCuskon. Please send a copy of any report on this
subject to Vienna.
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